SOCIAL STORY

SENSORY-FRIENDLY CLASS
AT DALLAS CHILDREN’S THEATER:

1. When I go to Dallas Children’s Theater for my drama class, I will enter at the Education entrance. I may see someone like Ms. Nancy greeting me at the door.

2. I may have to wait in line to check in and tell the helper my name.

3. After I check in, I may have to sit with my classmates and wait for the class to start.
4. This is where I will find the bathrooms in the same hallway where I wait.

5. Mr. Karl will be one of my teachers.

6. When it is time for class to start, I will follow my teachers to the classroom.
7. In the classroom, we may start by sitting in a circle.

8. We may do some warm-up exercises or circle games with our teachers.

9. Sometimes we will sit and listen to our teacher's instructions.
10. Acting with my friends can be fun!